TinyURL Script for Typinator

This package contains an AppleScript extension for shortening URLs using the TinyURL service with Typinator abbreviations.

Version:	1.2
Release Date:	2022-08-01
Requirements:	Typinator 6.7.1 or newer
Author:	Ergonis Software
Contact:	typinator-support@ergonis.com

Installation

This package contains an AppleScript file that enables Typinator expansions to shorten long URLs, using the TinyURL service. To use the script, first install it in the Scripts folder inside the Includes folder:
To open the "Includes" folder, select any text expansion in the Typinator window, then click the small document icon in the mini menubar choose Open "Includes" Folder / „Includes“-Ordner öffnen / Ouvrir le dossier “Includes”.
The Includes folder should contain a subfolder named "Scripts". If there is no such folder, create it.
Copy the "TinyURL.scpt" file from this package into the Scripts folder.
We recommend that you also install the sample set: Simply double-click the "TinyURL Script Samples.tyset" file to add it to Typinator's set list.

If you previously used an old version of the TinyURL script, updating the script may require some extra work:
The old version was distributed as script source code (extension “applescript”), but the new one is now in pre-compiled form (extension “scpt”). After copying the new version into the Includes/Script folder, remove the old version with the "applescript" extension.
Then you will also need to fix script invocations in your snippets, since the extension is part of the invocation syntax. You need to change all occurrences of
	{Scripts/TinyURL.applescript URL}
to
	{Scripts/TinyURL.scpt URL}
To quickly find all occurrences, enter "TinyURL" in the search field in the Typinator window and hit the return key. Hit the return key repeatedly (with the cursor in the search field) to jump from one occurrence to the next.

Usage

After installation, you will find the TinyURL script in the Scripts submenu of the document icon menu. Select this item to insert a placeholder of the following format in an expansion:
	{Scripts/TinyURL.scpt URL}
Replace the "URL" before the closing brace with an URL that you wish to shorten. For example, you could use the script to shorten a specific URL. Make sure to enter the complete URL, including the "https://" prefix, as in:
	{Scripts/TinyURL.scpt https://www.ergonis.com/products/typinator/faq.html}
This is actually a silly example, as you would rather use the TinyURL service once to produce the compact URL (https://tinyurl.com/ycqxxx2o) and then insert this URL in the expansion.
The script becomes more powerful in combination with URLs from the clipboard or a web browser. For example, replace the URL with the {clip} marker to call the script with the contents of the clipboard:
	{Scripts/TinyURL.scpt {clip}}
You can also use nested script invocations to call another script that produces an URL and then pass the result from this script to the TinyURL script for shortening the URL. A great example is the BrowserPageInfo script that is also available fon our Extras page:
	{Scripts/TinyURL.scpt {Scripts/BrowserPageInfo.scpt Safari,url}}
When you use this in an expansion, the SafariURL fetches the URL of the current page shown in Safari and passes that to the TinyURL script to shorten it.
The "TinyURL Script Samples" set contains four abbreviations that show how the TinyURL script works. All three abbreviations start with "#" and are defined with the "Case must match" option, so you need to type the abbreviations exactly as shown here:
#tinyFAQ uses the URL of the Typinator FAQ page in a text phrase.
#tinyClip shortens the URL found on the clipboard.
#tinySafari shortens the URL from the frontmost Safari window.
#tiny? interactively asks for the URL to be shortened.

Implementation

If you want to write your own scripts, you can use the TinyURL script as a starting point that demonstrates the following techniques:
Accepting a parameter that was passed from the placeholder.
Telling Typinator which default value should appear in the placeholder.
Setting up and sending a "curl" command to send a HTTP request.
Handling error situations (such as URL not beginning with "http").
For further information about how to write scripts for Typinator, please visit our "Download Extras" web page and download the "Creating Typinator Scripts" package.


